February 28, 2022

RE: Questions and Answers: IFB#03072022LJS Practice Field Fencing Services (19) Locations

1) Would you please clarify if one bid bond is required for all locations or is a bid bond required for each location?

A bid bond will be required for each project because this is a line item bid, each school location is a line item.

2) Referring to Appendix J Pricing Schedule, it is complicated to figure out “How many hours to install the fence.” Is it acceptable to handprint N/A in the column?

The column referring to how many hours to installed can be removed. Please refer to Addendum I (revised Appendix J – Pricing Schedule dated 02282022) posted on the MSCS Procurement Services website.

3) Referring to Appendix J Pricing Schedule, the hourly rate would be difficult to provide the price. Is it acceptable to handprint N/A in the column?

The column referring to an hourly rate can be removed. Please refer to Addendum I (revised Appendix J – Pricing Schedule dated 02282022) posted on the MSCS Procurement Services website.

4) At the Pre-Bid Meeting, the SCS representative mentioned adding a column for a Man gate and a 16’/20’ gate for each school. Would you revise the Pricing Schedule by adding these two (2) columns?

A column on the revised Appendix J Bid Pricing Schedule dated 02282022 will be added to include the price of each gate type. A standard man gate or 16’/20’ double gate opening.

5) Is the fence installed in the grass area or on a concrete/sidewalk area?

Please provide a linear foot price for the installation for each application, grass or concrete. Please refer to Addendum I (revised Appendix J – Pricing Schedule dated 02282022) posted on the MSCS Procurement Services website.

Thank you,
Procurement Services